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The Intangibles-Tangible Widening Gap
U.S. Intangible vs. Tangible Investment
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Source: Carol Corrado & Charles R. Hulten, 2010. “How Do You Measure
a
“Technological Revolution”?” American Economic Review, American Economic
Association, vol. 100(2), pages 99-104, May

Intangible investment dominates
UK Market Sector investment
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Knowledge investment by firms for future returns:
- Software, Creative works, R&D, Designs, Business organisation / processes, Workplace skills, Reputation / brands

Source; UK Investment in Intangible Assets and IPRs, Haskel et al

DIFFICULTIES IN MEASURING HUMAN CAPITAL
- In traditional accounting human capital is essentially a cost
- Problem of clearly linking human capital with value
creation
- Problem of linking inputs (e.g. training activities) with
outputs and outcomes
- Problem of confusion between measuring human capital
in a value creation perspective and measuring it in a
sustainability perspective
- Problem in understanding and representing the dynamic &
systemic inter-relationships between human capital and
other intangible resourses avoid a tick-the-box approach
or to create new unconnected layers of information
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W I C I

World Intellectual Capital /Assets Initiative

The World’s Business Reporting Network

www.wici-global.com

WICI

World Intellectual Capital/Assets Initiative Network
Global collaborative, non-profit Network,
officially born on 31 March 2008 with the signature of a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
in Washington DC at the American Enterprise Institute (AEI)

World Intellectual Capital Initiative (WICI)
1st Informal Meeting – 1st October 2007 – OECD, Paris
Monaco Annex, 2, rue du Conseiller Collignon

Participants (from left to right): Prof. Yasuhito HANADO, Waseda University (Tokyo/Japan), Desirée VAN WELSUM,
OECD (Paris/France), Douglas LIPPOLDT, OECD (Paris/ France), Alexander WELZL, European Federation of
Financial Analysts Societies EFFAS (Frankfurt a. M./Germany), Yoshiko SHIBASAKA, KPMG (Tokyo/Japan), Bob
LAUX Microsoft Corporation (Redmond/USA), Amy PAWLICKI, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
AICPA (New York/USA), Gert-Jan KOOPMAN European Commission (Bruxelles/Belgium), Annabel BISMUTH, OECD
(Paris/France), Prof. Stefano ZAMBON, University of Ferrara (Ferrara/Italy), Grant KIRKPATRICK, OECD
(Paris/France), Michael KRZUS, Grant Thornton (Chicago/USA), Christina BOEDKER, Society for Knowledge
Economics (Crows Nest/Australia); Participants not on the picture: Rainer GEIGER, OECD (Paris/France), JeanPhilippe DESMARTIN, ODDO Securities (Paris/France), Yoshiaki TOJO, OECD (Paris/France)

Who We Are (www.wici-global.com)

The Promoting Parties of WICI are:

Enhanced Business Reporting Consortium (USA)
(American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), Microsoft
Corporation, PricewaterhouseCoopers and Grant Thornton)
European Federation of Financial Analysts Societies (EFFAS)
Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI)
Society for Knowledge Economics of Australia
University of Ferrara
Waseda University
The European Commission, the OECD, and the Brazilian Development
Bank (BNDES) participate in WICI as Observers.
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The Structure of WICI
(from 1st July 2015)

General Assembly (Promoting Parties =
EFFAS, METI, EBRC, Ferrara, Waseda)

Governance Group

Chairperson

WICI Global Chairperson + US (AICPA/Amy

Stefano Zambon (EFFAS)

Pawlicky), Europe (EFFAS/Jean-Philippe Desmartin),

Deputy Chairman

Japan (METI/Takayuki Sumita) + Former Chairperson

Eisuke Nagatomo (WICI Japan)

Observers
European Commission,

Secretariat

BNDES (Brazil), OECD

WICI

WICI Europe +

WICI

WICI USA

Australia

WICIs of European Countries

Japan

(EBRC)

(Italy; France)
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Our Vision and Goals
Our Vision

WICI, the world’s business reporting network, is a private/public
sector collaboration aimed at improving company reporting for
representing value creation and, hence, capital allocation through
better corporate reporting information
Our Goals
● The first is to contribute to develop a new global framework for measuring
and reporting corporate performance to shareholders and other stakeholders
● The second is to develop guidelines for measuring and reporting on
industry-specific key performance indicators (KPIs).
● The third is to facilitate the development of XBRL taxonomies for this
content.
We believe that such better information will improve capital allocation decisions
both within companies and between investors and companies.
The result will be more value creation for a better world economy.
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INTERNATIONAL OVERVIEW of REPORTING SCENE
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Updates 2015-16
Collaboration between WICI and IIRC
- Collaboration formalised in a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
which is in place since June 2013 and it
has been extended to November 2016
- WICI has the right to have a seat in the
Council of the IIRC (International Integrated
Reporting Council)
- WICI took on the leadership of the IIRC
Background Paper for <IR> devoted to the
principle of “CONNECTIVITY”
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WICI Connectivity Project for <IR>/IIRC
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WICI Background
Financial report does not reflect the real strengths of a company.
We cannot see the
- origin of the competitiveness
- value chain as a combination of company-specific Intangibles
- sustainability of the strengths, and

- long term value
of a company from financial information.
In this situation, financial people cannot properly evaluate a
company.
Therefore, we need some reporting mechanism to describe the real
origin of strengths and business sustainability of a company

Towards a New Concept of «Business Sustainability»
and Integrated Reporting

Business Model

BUSINESS
SUSTAINABILITY

(including financial sustainability)

Knowledge and
Intellectual Capital

Natural and
Societal Capital

WICI INTANGIBLES REPORTING FRAMEWORK (WIRF)
- Publication on 16 February 2016 of the Consultation Draft of
the “WICI Intangibles Reporting Framework” (WIRF).
Deadline for comments: 16 May 2016 (ca. 20 responses).
The Final version of the WIRF is in course of elaboration
• Aimed to fill a well-known and large
“reporting gap” present today, which is the
guidance on measuring and disclosing an
organization’s intangible resources
• It essentially addresses the non-financial
(or extra-financial) information on intangibles,
insofar as financial information on them is
covered by accounting and valuation
standards and rules.
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WICI INTANGIBLES REPORTING FRAMEWORK
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WICI INTANGIBLES REPORTING FRAMEWORK
• WIRF crystallizes in one conceptually consistent Framework
the best practices and proposals that have emerged in the
field of intangibles reporting over the last twenty years.
• It is important to underline that many of the principles stated
in the 2008 document “Principles for Effective
Communication of Intellectual Capital” by the EFFAS
Commission on “Intellectual Capital” (CIC), have been
inserted in the WIRF
• Responses received for example from the International
Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC), the Climate Disclosure
Standards Board (CDSB), Erste Bank Group, Ernst & Young,
KPMG, the Observatoire de l’Immatériel, and the
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB). In
general, comments are positive and encouraging.
• Final version of “WIRF” is expected by August 2016.
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WICI-KPIs

WICI
Global WICI Network
the world's business reporting network

www.wici-global.com
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Our Concept of KPIs
It is important to provide KPIs as factors which impact the corporate value
creation and integrate them into business reporting to make the data and
information more accessible, comparable and credible. “Concept Paper on
WICI KPI in Business Reporting ver. 1.0” (July 2010) introduces features of
WICI KPIs and we will develop them based on this concept.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

- Electronic components (WICI Japan)
- Pharmaceutical (WICI Japan)
- Automotive/automobile (WICI Japan)
- Telecommunications (Joint WICI Europe + EFFAS)
- High Technology (in XBRL) (WICI USA)
- Mining (in XBRL) (WICI USA + WICI Australia)
- Fashion & Luxury (Joint WICI Europe + EFFAS)
- Electricity (WICI Europe + WICI Italy)
- Oil & Gas (WICI Europe)

All available for free download in the WICI website (www.wici-global.com)

Next WICI-KPIs project assigned to WICI Europe/WICI
France will deal with the Food and Beverage Industry
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Enterprise
level

Company-Specific
Intangibles
Indicators
(no limit)

Sector
level

Industry-Specific
Intangibles
Indicators
(20-40 max.)

General
level

Basic Intangibles
Indicators
(3-5 max.)

Reporting on Intangibles: combining comparability & specificity
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THE WICI-KPIs PROJECT on
FASHION & LUXURY

by the
Joint WICI Europe-EFFAS CIC KPI Task
Force-NIBR/WICI ITALY

Fashion industry core competences & value chain
Operating processes
Core Competencies
1

2

Nurturing talent
quality
Valuable customer
relations

3

Rapid and quality
product innovation

4

Systematic and
trusted partnering

5

Organizational
flexibility and
adaptability

6

Efficient and
reliable execution

Brand
Management

Style/Design Production Distribution

Services
Partnering

Fashion’s KPIs per core competences
1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nurturing of talent quality
Average employee’s age and seniority
Staff turnover
Training hours
HR education
Job rotation
MBO
Boutique sales staff training experience
Employee commitment index
High quality recruitment
Management/Employee share of ownership
Annual career review rate
Share of women in upper/top mgmt.
Share of employees in talent programs
Training costs (also per employee)
Access rate to training
Financial KPI forecast hit rate by management
Position in students’ annual employer ranking
survey
Formal mentorship
No. of CVs received
Proportion of staff covered by collective
bargaining agreements
Executive compensation on total revenues/net
income
Share of executive positions filled internally

4

Systematic and trusted partnering

•
•
•
•
•

Suppliers by main raw material
Suppliers turnover rate
Dependence rate from key suppliers
Raw materials purchase cost
Raw materials purchase cost by main raw
material
Average distance from key suppliers
Shipment times
Outside contractors' number and saturation
level
External product development
Number of exclusive suppliers vs. total
suppliers
Number of second -tier suppliers that have
become first -tier
Weight of licensing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2

Valuable customer relationship

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Brand value
Number of brands
Loyalty of clients to a specific brand
Customer satisfaction index
Brand awareness
Brand preference
Reputation index/External image
Internet community
Customer list
Behavior of customers on the list in relation
to loyalty activities
Elasticity of demand
Customer loyalty rate
Exhibition participation ratio
Items being bought by customers on the list
Longevity of customers on the list
Top of the line
Avg. breadth of information available on
customers
Advertising costs
% of total income generated from brand

5

Organizational flexibility and
adaptability

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Share of employees familiar with strategy
Average expenditure per capita
Employee Satisfaction Index
Child Labour

3

Rapid and quality product innovation

• Number of meetings between purchasers
and suppliers
• No. of new patents registered during the year
• No. of new products developed
• Local production rate
• Internal communication
• Competitors
• Portion outsourced on total sales
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Efficient and reliable execution

• Sales by geographic area, main products, lines,
brands, distribution channels
• Gross margin by geographic area, main
products, brands, distribution channels
• Market share by geographic area
• Average number of sales people per 100 sq
meters of shop
• Sale volume per square meter
• Franchisee average sale
• Outlets sales per square metre
• DOS sales per square meter
• Headcount
• Headcount by contract's type
• HR absenteeism
• Headcount by Department
• Number of staff in boutique
• Revenue of sales to customers on the list
• Number of franchisee
• Break-even point of franchisees
• Maintenance costs for franchisees
• Number of outlets
• DOS number of wholesale stores
• Maintenance costs and break -even point for
DOS (direct operation stores)
• Products selected that were out of stock
• Delivery's delay
• Delivery costs that were too high
• Problems with connection to website
• No confirmation or status report given
(To be continued)

List of KPIs for the Fashion and Luxury sector
Nr
1
2

3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10

11
12
13
14

Ratio of the sum of employee's age and the total number
of employees.
Ratio of the sum of employee' seniority and the total
number of employees.
Number of people who left the company during the year
on the total workforce at the beginning of the year (in all
company and specifically in the Design Office and
development Office.

age and trend

Suggested
relevance
Nice to Have

time and trend

Must Have

percentage
and trend

Must Have

Training hours

Amount of training hours on the number of employees
(total and for HQ employees and sales people).

percentage
and trend

Nice to Have

HR education

Percentage of employees by the education's degree.

Job rotation

Distribution
process
Services
Partnering

Human
Capital
Human
Capital
Human
Capital
Human
Capital
Human
Capital

Percentage of employees who changed their task in the
last year on the total number of employees.
Percentage of bonuses on the successful objectives
achieved by the employees.
Sum of the training hours.

percentage
Nice to Have
and trend
percentage
Nice to Have
and trend
percentage
Must Have
and trend
time and trend Must Have

Nurturing of
talent quality

Services
Partnering

Human
Capital

High quality recruitment (e.g.,
recruitment from the 5 best
business schools and/or the 5 best
technical schools)

Nurturing of
talent quality
Nurturing of
talent quality
Nurturing of
talent quality
Nurturing of
talent quality

Services
Partnering
Services
Partnering
Services
Partnering
Services
Partnering

Human
Capital
Human
Capital
Human
Capital
Human
Capital

Management/Employee share of
ownership
Annual career review rate

Focus

Process

Nurturing of
talent quality
Nurturing of
talent quality
Nurturing of
talent quality

All processes

Nurturing of
talent quality

IC area

KPI

Human
Capital
Human
Capital
Human
Capital

Average employee' s age

All processes

Human
Capital

Nurturing of
talent quality
Nurturing of
talent quality
Nurturing of
talent quality
Nurturing of
talent quality
Nurturing of
talent quality

All processes

All processes
All processes

All processes
All processes

Average employee's seniority
Staff turnover

MBO
Boutique sales staff training
experience
Employee commitment index

Share of women in upper/top
mgmt (to attract female talents)
Share of employees in talent
programs

KPI Formula

KPI’s features

It is scored from an annual Employee Survey which
score and
provides a reliable measure of employees' commitment to trend
their work and the company.
Percentage of high quality recruitment on total
percentage
recruitment.
and trend

Percentage of stocks of company owned by
percentage
employees/management.
and trend
Number of career advancement cases on total employees. percentage
and trend
Number of women on the total upper/top managers.
percentage
and trend
Number of employees in talent program on the total
percentage
employees.
and trend

Must Have

Must Have

Nice to Have
Nice to Have
Must Have
Must Have

WICI-KPI
for the OIL & GAS Sector
(Upstream and Midstream)
April 2016
Proposed Model

WICI
Global WICI Network

the world's business reporting network

www.wici-global.com

Value Chain
The target of this Working Group is to identify relevant KPIs for the Oil & Gas
industry engaged in upstream and midstream activities.

The upstream includes the searching for potential underground or underwater crude
oil and natural gas fields, drilling of exploratory wells, and subsequently drilling and
operating the wells that recover and bring the crude oil and/or raw natural gas to the

surface.
The midstream involves the transportation (by pipeline, rail, barge, oil tanker or
truck), storage, and wholesale marketing of crude petroleum products.
No inclusions of unconventional Oil & Gas (i.e. oil sands; extra heavy oil; gas to liquid).

Prospecting Exploration
& acquisition
and
of rights
evaluation

Development

Production

Transportation

Decommissioning
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Core competences
On the basis of experiences, the identification of the core competencies
(value drivers) has been made taking into account that the result of a
certain activity along the value chain depends on and reflects a specific set
of core competencies/capabilities, which in turn is driven by a pool of
intangibles, each of which (as not measurable per se) is approximated in
terms of measurement by a certain number of such KPIs.
 Nurturing of talent quality

 Valuable customer relations
 Efficient and reliable execution
 Competitive innovation
 Environmental & Social responsibility
30

The matrix approach
Value Chain
Core
competencies

Prospecting &
acquisition of
rights

Exploration
and
evaluation

Development

Production

Transportation

Decommissioning

Nurturing
Nurturingofoftalent
talent
quality
quality
Valuable customer
customer
relations
relations
Efficient and reliable
execution

Competitive
and
innovation
partnering
Environmental & social
responsibility

 The model matches the proposal of the WICI concept paper.
 Relationships between Value Chain and Core Competences
 Display the critical areas to be investigated and measured
 For each “block”: outline the most significant KPIs
 KPI Formula and Feature: entity specific
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The KPIs
Nurturing of talent quality

Valuable customer relations

Employee commitment index

Oil delivery contracts

Days of strike

Delivery program index

Training hours per employee

Average sell price for unit
delivered

Employee turnover

Average cost for unit delivered

Fatal accidents
Percentage of local workers

Environmental & social responsibility
Oil spills
Accommodation costs for spills

Competitive innovation
R&D expenses
Number of Patents

Net direct emissions
Development programs for local community engagement
Safety and Environmental CAPEX
Transparency (Corruption index)
Disputes with local communities or NGO
Company perception from customer/stakeholder survey’s
results
Total number of incidents/violations involving human32rights

The KPIs
Efficient and reliable execution
Acquisition of new field/license

Possible Reserves

Costs of acquisition of new field/license

Reserves at the beginning of the year

New Product Sharing Agreement

Reserves at the end of the year

Fields/License acquisition planned

Extraction

Exploratory and appraisal fields planned

Mineral resources quality

Investments in exploration planned

Value of reserves – future cash flows

Exploratory and appraisal fields in place

Value of reserves – future development costs

Costs of exploratory and appraisal fields in place

Value of reserves – future production costs

Undeveloped reserves

Change in Reserves value

Success rate of exploratory activities

Reserves revision

Developed fields in place

Recovery of additional mineral resources

Cost of developed fields in place

Costs of recovery of additional mineral resources

Timeline of main projects

Reserves replacement rate

Project and target achieved

Reserves life

Project and target not achieved

Fields disposal

Project and target deferred

Decommissioning costs

Proved Reserves

Value of future decommissioning costs

Probable Reserves
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Concluding remarks
- Difficulties of current accounting practice to capture
long-term value creation drivers
- We are moving towards new systems of corporate
information based on general, industry and companyspecific KPIs focussing on key-factors of the business
model and activities
- Role of Human Capital universally recognised but no
one model/standard for reference
- WICI provides a comprehensive set of voluntary sectorbased KPIs from where a company can chose the most
representative of its unique value creation story
- Wide role of professionals in applying and developing
these tools for a better representation of Human Capital
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THANK YOU!
Prof. Stefano Zambon
Global Chairman, WICI

stefano.zambon@unife.it
WICI
Global WICI Network

the world's business reporting network

www.wici-global.com

